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Sit down, have a cup, ease your tensions, and reinvigorate your creativity in the immersive world of

the Elegant Tea Party Coloring Book. Hand-drawn by acclaimed artist Laurie Triefeldt, these 70

intricate and absorbing illustrations of cups, saucers, teapots, muffins, and flowers will give you

hours of calming focus. Thick, high-quality paper, printed on only one side, gives you a smooth, firm

coloring surface with no bleed-through, and perforated pages let you share and preserve your

creative work. Like a rich cup of tea, Elegant Tea Party Coloring Book is a relaxing and stimulating

break in your busy day.
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I absolutely love this book! I run a fb coloring group and have had a lot of books sent to me for

review. I have a few on the top of my list and now this one is up there as well. I love tea sets and

dishes, this is the perfect book for me. Lots of different designs to color on dishes along with lots of

flowers. Most of these pages would be great for framing and gifting. I'll post a finished page and

partial pages now, then update my review when I color more. Go and grab the book! Better yet, grab

another one too and give it away.I choose to review many different products on , including coloring

books and supplies. Many times authors, artists and publishers send me free copies for review. I

always give my honest opinion and am not at all obligated to leave a positive review. I always give

positive and negative (if needed) feedback to the author/artist/publisher based on my experience

with coloring as well as what I hear from others in the coloring community and by running my own fb



coloring book group.If my review and photos are helpful, please click YES when asked below.

Thanks and Happy Coloring!!

I have a few coloring books but this one which I recently received as a gift is ah-mazing. The theme

is original and the pages a unique and fun to fill in. Looking forward to the next one coming out !

This book is so nice! Quality paper and super cute pictures! If you like the beauty of fine china with

it's beautiful designs, you will love this book! You can make them in any color you like! Really

pleased with this collection of pictures to color!

I bought this coloring book for a friend but, although I don't color, I was tempted to get one for

myself! The images are beautiful even without color and will only be that more striking - and in fact,

elegant - once color is added. I highly recommend this book

This book isn't just about teapots and cups and saucers. It's about everything that goes into making

up a tea party. There are flowers, patterned cloths, cupcakes and even an elegant hat or two. And

quite a few birds too. There is so much in this book; a whopping 144 pages. I loved it!There is such

a variety of images. Some are closeups of china patterns. Others show an entire teapot or cup and

saucer. Others have patterned cloths in behind them. Only a very few are in landscape orientation.

Line width is fine to medium and while some of the images are quite detailed, I don't think it will be

too overwhelming. You may need sharp pencils though or use fine liners.You can read the full

review with video flip through at Colouring Book Reviews with Prue.
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